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From Termination towards Self-Determination: 1960s Federal Indian Policy
slow, due to the lingering paternalism of liberal politicians and bureaucrats, in addition to the powerful influence exerted by western senators continuing to supOver the past two decades, historians have made a port the withdrawal of federal recognition from individconcerted effort to trace the development of twentieth- ual tribes. This dynamic resulted in a gap between the
century federal Indian policy. Building on the founda- goals of policy and the gains that it generated. Neverthetion provided by Francis Paul Prucha,[1] in-depth studless, the desire of the Kennedy and Johnson administraies of specific decades or periods have furthered our untions to redefine relations with Indian peoples, the work
derstanding of the people, events, and decisions govern- of key politicians and bureaucrats, new and innovative
ing United States-Indian relations.[2] Scholars of Ameri- programs, and the activism of Indian people and their adcan Indians have sometimes criticized this focus on pol- vocates marked the 1960s as a period of transition to the
icy, noting that other topics go neglected in favor of greater achievements of the following decade.
works that tends to be top-down, depend too heavily on
For many readers interested in twentieth-century
colonial sources, and lack Indian actors. Yet, inquiries
into twentieth-century American Indian history are typ- American Indian history, much of Clarkin’s book will
ically enriched when placed against a policy backdrop. prove informative. Moving in chronological progresFurthermore, recent work lays claim to “policy studies” sion, Clarkin’s chapters delve deeply into the major polwithout apology, showing that Indian actors, oral his- icy issues of the period by reconstructing key controtory, and a grass-roots focus can invigorate the genre.[3] versies, decisions, meetings, conferences, and congressional activities. Particular attention is paid to the polThomas Clarkin’s Federal Indian Policy in the Kennedy
itics and personalities within the Department of the Inand Johnson Administrations, 1961-1969 represents anterior and the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), as well as
other brick in the wall of policy studies. Based on his to the workings of the Senate and House Interior Comexamination of numerous archival collections, most of mittees. Clarkin’s analysis is light at times, while at oththem generated by politicians and federal bureaucrats, ers it is sharp and reflective of the author’s support for
Clarkin argues that the 1960s was a critical period dur- the movement towards self-determination. Some of the
ing which federal Indian policy moved away from the
book’s revelations are especially striking. For instance,
“termination” fervor of the 1950s and towards the prinduring the 1960s Indian groups lobbied the federal govciples of “self-determination” favored in the 1970s. At ernment with increasing savvy, thereby gaining new intimes, the progress of involving Indian people in the cre- fluence over the formation of policy. Furthermore, Indian
ation and implementation of federal policy was painfully peoples learned to take advantage of a variety of federal
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programs, such as those administered by the Office of
Economic Opportunity, which freed them from the paternalism of the BIA and trained a generation of Indian
professionals and bureaucrats. Both of these trends accelerated not only during the 1970s, which Clarkin suggests, but also through the turn of the next century.
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For other readers, this focused and detail-oriented approach may be understood as a weakness. The minutia of
how federal Indian policy developed will fail to engage
scholars seeking to understand 1960s federal Indian policy within a larger context. For example, Clarkin’s claim
that his work provides insights into the “workings of [the
Kennedy and Johnson] administrations and into the controversial liberal programs of the contentious 1960s” (p.
xii) is not developed after the introduction. Even from
the standpoint of policy studies, Clarkin’s vision is relatively limited. While the book convincingly links the
1950s with the 1970s, there are few references to the policy precedents before World War Two, or discussion of
how policy formulated in the 1960s had influence beyond
the 1970s. These critiques aside, Clarkin has written an
important history and a valuable reference that deserves
a place on the shelf beside other works of federal Indian
policy.
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